Eggs, and How To Use Them: A Guide for the Preparation of Eggs in More Than Five Hundred Different Styles

This volume is the work of a skillful chef de cuisine. He gives his book the title, â€œa guide
for the preparation of eggs in over five hundred different styles, with some reference to their
importance in the past and present times.â€• As this indicates, the subject is fully and
thoroughly treated. Of the value of eggs as a food no question can arise. Within an egg are
combined the elements of the most perfect foods. Of all products â€” save milk, perhapsâ€”it
is best adapted to support life; and without the aid of eggs, it is justly claimed, the artistic cook
would have to abandon his profession in despair. Notwithstanding the great variety of styles in
which eggs may be prepared, â€œthere are really,â€• our author states, â€œnot more than a
dozen distinctly different methods of cooking eggs; and these may be classified as follows:
boiled, poached, mollet; shirred, or au miroir; scrambled, fried; in cocottes, or cases; moulded
in timbales; hard, stuffed, cold, omelets, sweet; and a few miscellaneous styles, which cannot
be very well classified.â€• To give simple though explicit directions for the preparation of
eggs in any of the styles mentioned above is made the chief province of this book. Among
other ways of enriching his work the author quotes Friar Oâ€™Mearaâ€™s song, a single
verse of which we append:â€” Three different ways there are of eating them, First boiled,
then fried with salt.-- But theres a particular way of treating them, Where many a cooks at
fault; For with parsley and flour Tis in Margarets power To make up a dish, Neither meat,
fowl, nor fish; But in Paris they callt A neat Omelette. Sweet girl! In truth, as in Latin, her
name is a pearl, When she gets Me a platter of nice omelettes. â€”The Boston Cooking
School Magazine of Culinary Science, Volume 3 [1899]
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